Tempest Reservoir Engineering is an integrated
software suite which provides a single,
consistent interface specifically designed
for E&P Reservoir Engineers

In summary
• A suite of 5 modules, which can be deployed as an
integrated unit, or individually to enhance existing 		
engineering or simulation workflows.
• A modern, intuitive interface, with powerful graphics,
offering fast and efficient treatment of multiple 		
models and very large data sets.

Tempest VIEW gives flexible and fast 2D and 3D plotting of all engineering data to
allow easy interrogation of even very large models with thousands of wells.

• Field proven technologies brought together in one
consistent interface.
• A platform independent solution for Windows &
Linux 64 bit.
• Links to ECLIPSE*, Nexus/VIP*, IMEX/GEM/STARS* &
many proprietary simulators.
* Mark of Schlumberger, Landmark and CMG.

Tempest VIEW is the interface for all Tempest modules, in
addition to providing simulation pre & post processing for 3rd
party simulators. It is a fast and memory efficient system,
capable of quickly processing results from multiple simulations
consisting of millions of cells and thousands of wells.
Functionality: Data creation, editing, run control, results
plotting and 3D visualization. Fast and flexible plotting allows
efficient data mining in big studies.
Connectivity: Tempest VIEW can be used as a front end to the
following simulators: Tempest MORE, ECLIPSE* 100 & 300,
Nexus/VIP*, IMEX/GEM/STARS* and many proprietary
simulators.
*Mark of Schlumberger, Landmark and CMG

ENABLE acts as the front end to the reservoir simulator. By
taking into account all engineering data & tolerances
concurrently, ENABLE intelligently drives the simulator through
hundreds of realisations, rather than the few that manual
simulation allows. Simulation results are achieved much more
quickly and are of better quality, which leads to more robust
prediction. ENABLE can be employed at any stage of a field’s
life, with or without historical data.
Functionality: Field Appraisal, Brown Field Development,
History Matching, Reservoir Optimisation, Geological
Uncertainty and Ensemble Based Workflows.
Connectivity: ENABLE works with Tempest MORE, ECLIPSE*
100/300/MR, Nexus/VIP*, IMEX/GEM/STARS & many proprietary
reservoir simulators. It can also link to Roxar’s RMS and
Schlumberger’s Petrel to perform geological uncertainty
studies.
*Mark of Schlumberger and Landmark

Tempest PVTx is an equation of state PVT analysis tool which
facilitates characterisation of black oil or compositional fluids.

Output from ENABLE simulation runs gives a clearer picture of modifier uncertainty,

Functionality: All standard laboratory experiments, including
the ability to define measured data such as liquid drop-outs,
GOR’s, densities & compositions, simulation of multiple
isothermal flashes, VLE, and phase envelope experiments.

allowing more robust p10, p50 & p90 predictions.

Connectivity: Flexible data import and output to all common
simulators, including ECLIPSE* 100/300 & Nexus/VIP*.
*Mark of Schlumberger and Landmark.

Tempest MORE is a modern full field, full physics next
generation simulator. Optimised for very large models, and
providing parallel simulation as standard, engineers benefit
from fast simulation. Deck setup is simplified by graphical
event editing and MORE’s Smart Operation, which allows
powerful conditioning of all parameters.
Functionality: Compositional & Black Oil modes, Thermal/
Steam, Dual Porosity/Permeability, Polymer, Coal Bed Methane,
LGR/LGC, Aquifers, End-point Scaling, Miscible Displacement,
Gas Lift Optimisation, Surface Network Modelling, Near and In
Well Modelling.
Connectivity: MORE accepts data in standard GRDECL (RMS,
Petrel*) files and can produce output in ECLIPSE* format.
Results formats are open and documented.
*Mark of Schlumberger

Tempest VENTURE provides economic evaluation based on
simulation results. Cash flow analysis is provided in graphical
format for simulation results.
Functionality: Handling of Inflation rates, prices, currencies,
costs, taxes and other variables.
Connectivity: Export to most commercial simulators, including
ECLIPSE* 100/300, Nexus/VIP* and IMEX/GEM/STARS*.
*Mark of Schlumberger, Landmark and CMG.

To learn more please visit www.roxar.com/tempest or email
us on rss.marketing@emerson.com

